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Valuing the Verde River: An Assessment 

 

Executive Summary 

This valuation study is designed to be the first phase of a series of studies to 

value the ecosystem services of the Verde River and its watershed. Interviews were 

conducted with 35 anonymous community leaders who live, work, or manage some 

aspect of the watershed (or a combination of the three). The interviews have resulted in 

a large list of values for the watershed and provide a starting point for more studies. 

This report includes preliminary analysis of the data collected from these interviews, a 

brief literature review on ecosystem services, and recommendations for future research.  

This study found that the most valued aspect of the river is not as a place to get 

things from, but as an entity that is valued for its very existence for a wide variety of 

reasons, most of which are categorized as “cultural” using the Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment (2003, 2005 a-e) criteria. These cultural values contribute to the quality of 

life of residents of the area and the entire State of Arizona, as well as visitors who 

provide the area with much of its economic base. 

We hope this report and any subsequent analyses will be of use in management 

of the Verde River and its watershed, and to future researchers to develop additional 

valuation studies.  
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Valuing the Verde River: An Assessment 

 

Introduction 

 The Verde River creates a vibrant and verdant series of ecosystems in 

central Arizona, supports numerous communities, and faces rapidly growing threats. 

The river is the last remaining mostly free-flowing river in arid Arizona. The challenges 

facing the stakeholders of the river and its environs are numerous and complex. In what 

we proposed as an initial study of the ecosystem services of the Verde River and its 

watershed, we have conducted numerous interviews, based on a questionnaire and 

semi-structured interview with a variety of community leaders. From the interviews we 

have developed specific recommendations for further research in valuing the watershed 

and educating the stakeholders of the watershed. The interviews and the resulting list of 

values herein are the first step in a valuation study of the Verde River watershed. Next 

steps include determining metrics for subsequent valuation studies and determining 

what specific studies will aid decision-makers in the region. The next step will include 

securing funding and developing a research team to complete specific valuation studies 

aimed at providing information to decision-makers for better informed decisions about 

the Verde River and its watershed. 

 The communities throughout the Verde Valley (Cottonwood, Jerome, 

Clarkdale, Cornville, Sedona, Rim Rock, and Camp Verde), Chino Valley, Prescott, and 

Prescott Valley are growing rapidly.   The impacts of population growth are of great 

concern to residents. The watershed drains approximately 6,600 square miles and runs 

140 miles (Arizona NEMO 2005, Arizona Department of Water Resources 2008). The 

Big Chino and Little Chino Aquifers initiate the majority of the flow of the river and, 
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combine with tributaries, to form the discharge and recharge system for the watershed 

system. This system provides drinking and irrigation water for the local communities and 

the Phoenix area and supports various distinct ecosystems that include several 

endangered species. As pressures on the watershed increase, there is an increasingly 

active public debate as to the management processes required to maintain the 

competing water flows, the water quality, and the habitat. Investigating these competing 

and in many instances mutually exclusive ends is the purpose of this study.  

 We first present a brief description of the watershed for readers not 

familiar with the geography of central Arizona. This is not intended to be a complete 

description of the watershed and the relevant ecosystems and geological formations. 

Such information is readily available from numerous authors and entities.  In order to 

create a valuation for the watershed, a brief review of the literature is provided to frame 

the discussion that follows. A survey instrument was created and administered to 35 

individuals knowledgeable about the watershed. A discussion of the survey instrument 

and the methodology of the analysis follow the literature review. Subsequent to the 

interviews, the extensive data were reviewed and an analysis of this review is 

presented. Finally, a series of recommendations is presented regarding important areas 

for further research. The intersecting areas of ecosystem management, geology, 

population dynamics, and economic development are all important to a comprehensive 

watershed management program. 
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Description of the Verde River Watershed 

The Verde River watershed (watershed), located in the heart of Arizona is a 

complex and dynamic system. The watershed ranges from 1,323 to 12,617 feet above 

sea level over its 6,622 square miles (Arizona NEMO 2005). The watershed has over 

9,037 mile of streams, but “only 6% (578 miles) of streams are perennial, and are 

mostly restricted to the main stem of the Verde River” (Arizona NEMO 2005). 

From the headwaters in the Chino Valley to Horseshoe and Bartlett Reservoirs, 

the Verde River is free-flowing and “unlike many rivers in the West, most of the 

watershed is unregulated (no significant dams) and thus retains a natural flood regime 

(Pearthree 2008)”.  The 40.5-milesection of the Verde River between Beasley Flats and 

Sheep Bridge is designated as “Wild and Scenic.”  This stretch of river is the only 

designated “Wild and Scenic” river in Arizona, and that designation is based on 

“outstanding remarkable values”. “ Before a river corridor can be considered for 

designation as either a Recreation, Scenic, or Wild River Area, the Wild and Scenic 

Rivers Act (P.L. 90-542) requires a determination that the river and its immediate 

environments possess one or more specific „outstandingly remarkable values‟. 1The 

Environmental Impact Statement approved in 1981 for the Verde River found that this 

portion of the river corridor contained outstandingly remarkable scenic, fish & wildlife, 

and historic & cultural values” (National Wildland and Scenic Rivers System 2007). 

                                                           

1
 It should be noted that Arizona wholly contains the Grand Canyon! 
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Figure 1: Map of the Verde River Watershed printed with permission by The Nature 

Conservancy (Springer & Haney 2008). 
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Hydrology and Watershed Health 

The Verde River Watershed is made up of three sub-basins: The Upper, Middle 

and Lower Verde Watersheds.  The discharge at the Verde River springs that feed the 

perennial start of the river comes from the Big Chino (80%) and the Little Chino (14%) 

aquifers, as well as a small percentage from surface runoff (Wirt et al. 2005, Springer 

and Haney 2008). “The Big Chino subbasin, in that upper Verde River Watershed is 

1850 square miles in area. The Little Chino subbasin in the upper Verde River 

watershed is the smallest of the three sub-basins in the study area and has had the 

greatest groundwater development” (Blasch et al. 2006). Additional groundwater, 

tributaries, and surface water contribute to the base flow, especially after the first 26 

miles (Wirt et al. 2005). Human uses and climate conditions affect the base flow and 

have both contributed to declines in the base flow since 1994 (Springer and Haney 

2008). Decreases in base flows can produce many effects on people, flora and fauna, 

and ecological processes in the Verde River Watershed. One of the changes predicted 

is a decline in cottonwood and willow abundance (Haney et al. 2008). 

 Arizona Nonpoint Education for Municipal Officials (NEMO) (2005) conducted a 

watershed-based plan that concluded that “the primary sources for nonpoint source 

pollutants concerns in the Verde Watershed include abandoned mine sites, new 

development and increased urbanization, and new road construction.” Other threats to 

the watershed included livestock grazing (Fossil Creek and Cherry Creek), animal 

wastes and failure of residential septic systems (across the watershed) (Arizona NEMO 

2005).  
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Social/Economic Characteristics 

The Verde Watershed spans four counties (Coconino, Gila, Maricopa and 

Yavapai), although 50% of the watershed is in Yavapai County (Arizona NEMO 2005). 

The watershed is primarily rural with several urban areas (Sedona, Prescott, and part of 

Scottsdale), although our study focuses on the upper and middle sections of the 

watershed (Arizona NEMO 2005). Land managers of the watershed include Forest 

Service (64%), private landowners (23%), state trust (9%), tribal lands (2%), military 

(1%), local and state parks (1%), and other (<1%) (Springer and Haney 2008). 

The Verde Valley Tourism Survey, conducted from 2006-2007, indicates, “At least 

one third of the visitors to the Verde Valley came from Arizona (31%)…” (Arizona Office 

of Tourism 2008). “Visiting state and national parks and visiting historic places were the 

most popular activities for visitors to the Verde Valley. These were followed by hiking 

and shopping, bird watching and observing wildlife, and enjoying area streams and 

rivers” (Arizona Office of Tourism 2008). Aside from shopping, these activities are 

directly related to the natural beauty of the Verde Valley and often directly linked to the 

Verde River itself.  Visitors to the area bring an estimated “indirect economic impact of 

$103.8 million and induced impact of $139 million for a total economic impact of $772 

million” (Arizona Office of Tourism 2008).  The visitors supported 12,130 direct and 

indirect jobs in the area (Arizona Office of Tourism 2008). 
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Water Rights  

The majority of the rights to the water in the Verde River are held by the Salt 

River Project (SRP) which consists of the Salt River Valley Water User‟s Association 

and the Salt River Agricultural Improvement and Power District (Gooch et al. 2007). The 

shareholders of SRP are the major downstream senior water rights holders on the 

Verde River Watershed. The predecessor‟s of the SRP established flow rights as early 

as 1869, and since its establishment in 1903, SRP has had an interest in maintaining 

the flows that the shareholders rely upon. Recently, SRP has attempted to maintain the 

flow by assisting those extracting water from the river illegally to find water elsewhere. 

When these negotiations have failed, SRP has been forced to litigate to defend the 

rights of its shareholders.   

  
Biological Attributes 

Vegetation and Flora 

The Verde Valley is home to many unique plant species and ecosystems that 

have great intrinsic value, but also serve as habitat for an elevated number of animal 

species (Stevens et al. 2008). Bailey (2002) classifies the vegetation cover in the Verde 

River Watershed in the “Dry Domain” with the most prominent division being the 

Tropical/Subtropical Steppe Division (70%) (Arizona NEMO 2005). Brown, Lowe and 

Pace (1979) classified the vegetation in 9 different biotic communities, the most 

common being the Great Basin Conifer Woodland (Brown et al. 1979, Arizona NEMO 

2005). Within this watershed, Arizona Game and Fish identifies ten types of riparian 

areas in the almost 14,000 acres. Cottonwood-willow areas cover only 0.13% of the 
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riparian area of the watershed, but are among the riparian types that are more widely 

used in the watershed by non-fish vertebrates, and are the second most sensitive 

riparian habitat to changes in streamflow (Stromberg 2008, Stevens et al. 2008). These 

ecosystems provide habitat for the multitude of wildlife found in the watershed including 

many sensitive species (including threatened and endangered species).  There are no 

federally-listed, rare or endemic plant species known to occur in riparian areas in the 

watershed (Stromberg 2008). The one federally-listed threatened endemic plant in the 

watershed is the Arizona Cliffrose (Purshia subintegra) that has a range limited to a few 

small limestone outcrops in the Verde Valley. 

Fauna 

"The Verde River supports an enormous diversity of Arizona's invertebrate and 

vertebrate species, but anthropogenic activities pose immediate and potentially 

irrecoverable threats to its aquifers, surface flows, habitat availability and connectivity" 

(Stevens et al. 2008). Of concern are the sensitive species that make the watershed 

their home.  

The Verde River Watershed is seasonal home to over 248 species of birds 

(Schmidt et al. 2005, Stevens et al. 2008). The Verde River Watershed is home to two 

endangered bird species: the Desert Nesting Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), 

and the Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus); and is home to the 

Western Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus occidentalis) which is a candidate 

species for listing (Schmidt et al. 2005). 
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Native fish species are threatened by changes in the Verde River. "Historically, at 

least 13 natives fish species occurred in the Verde River basin, including: Gila trout 

(Onchorhynchus gilae); desert and Sonora suckers (Catognisus clarki and C. insignis, 

respectively); speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus); razorback sucker (Xyrauchen 

texanus*); longfin dace (Agosia chrysogaster); Gila, headwater, and roundtail chubs 

(Gila intermedia*, G.  nigra, and G.  robusta**);  spikedace (Meda fulgida*); Colorado 

pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius); loach minnow (Tiaroga cobitis)*; and Gila 

topminnow (Poeciliopsis occidentalis)" (Stevens et al. 2008)  * Federally listed species, 

**Candidates for Federal listing.     

 Stevens and others calculated that 92 species of mammals call the Verde 

River Basin home (Hoffmeister 1986, Feldhamer et al. 2003, Schmidt et al 2005, 

Stevens et al. 2008.  These include many species of bats and rodents, as well as the 

more commonly sighted mule dear, elk, bear, raccoon, skunk, etc… Three species –

beaver (Castor Canadensis), river otter (Lontra canadensis) and muskrat (Ondatra 

zibethecus) are obligate aquatic mammals and rely solely on riparian habitat, although 

most species rely on water for some part of their life cycle (Stevens et al. 2008).  

“The Arizona River Otter (Lontra canadensis sonora) is a species with limited 

distribution. A Louisiana subspecies (L.c. lataxina) was successfully introduced into 

central Arizona (Verde River drainage) during 1981-1983 and may eventually cause 

genetic swamping of the native form, if any still exist.” (Arizona Game and Fish 

Department 2002) As of 1994 the population was estimated to be 15-20 breeding pairs 

(Hanna et al. 1994). Because this species relies on riparian habitat along rivers, and 

adequate prey, changes in riparian areas could affect existing populations (Wilson and 
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Ruff 1999). Human encroachment, habitat destruction, overharvest, and pollution have 

decreased populations in the past (Tesky 1993, Wilson and Ruff 1999). As stated 

elsewhere in this paper, if flows are reduced, concentrations of pollutants can increase 

(Haney et al. 2008) and this could cause problems for Arizona River Otters, especially 

with such a small population. 

Some groups are mostly unnoticed or considered pests by some and their 

importance is often underestimated. Two of these groups are the invertebrates and 

herpetofauna (reptiles and amphibians). Protected species in these groups are present 

in the Verde River Watershed (Stevens et al. 2008).  

 

Challenges to the Verde River 

 In 2006, American Rivers pronounced the Verde River as the 10th Most 

Endangered River in the United States. This was based on the challenges the river is 

faced with and the diversity of wildlife that rely on the river. Researchers determined 

that Yavapai County is the fastest growing rural county in the United States (Woods and 

Poole Economics Inc. 1999). Population predictions estimate that the population of the 

county will go from 132,000 in 2000 to over 260,000 in 2050. Simultaneously, regional 

drought persists and creates concerns for water sustainability throughout the state and 

the region. The combination of population growth and drought conditions is leading to 

concerns about where the water will come from to support growing populations. 

Climate change is predicted to cause water shortages throughout the Southwest 

U.S. Globally, population growth is predicted to have more of a negative impact than 
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climate changes on water resources, but arid and semi-arid regions face greater 

challenges because of the already low water supply (Vörösmarty et al. 2000). 

This combination of factors creates an urgent need to provide information to 

decision-makers about the compromises that will have to be made. The valuation issues 

in the Verde River Watershed are broad, and many studies cover aspects of the 

complex situation in the Verde River Watershed. These issues include the following: 

many stakeholders to include in planning; native communities need to be welcomed into 

the process;  non-native species are present; urban and rural needs have to be 

addressed and are shifting; wildlife habitat may be degraded; and endangered species 

need to be included in calculations. Valuation of the Verde River Watershed is in its 

infancy, and this study is one of the first steps in a complex process that should - 

according to current literature - include a feedback loop with decision-makers and 

resource managers. This study was designed as a way to assess the value that the 

Verde River and its watershed have to stakeholders in and beyond the state of Arizona.  

-How to balance human uses with valued non-human uses and non-use values (wildlife 

etc)? 

- Will pumping in the Big Chino, Little Chino and small wells lead to a dry river? 

- What challenges do all face? 

- Who should make sacrifices? 
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Literature review  

Ecosystem services are recognized as important throughout the world for human 

health and well-being. These services range from providing water and oxygen to 

providing a feeling of well-being from beautiful places. “Many of these are critical to our 

survival (climate regulation, air purification, crop pollination) while others enhance it 

(aesthetics)” (Kremen 2005). Because losing natural resources leads to losing these 

services, there has been increasing awareness and focus on valuing these services. 

Sometimes the values assist decision makers in designing policies that preserve or 

offset the environmental costs of human changes in the landscape (Bingham et al. 

1995, Knetsch 2007).  

Wilson and Carpenter (1999) compiled much of the information on ecosystem 

services that was available at that time which looked at valuation literature from 1971 to 

1997.  The most recent comprehensive collection of information on ecosystem services 

is the series published in 2005 by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005 a-e). 

The study “was carried out between 2001 and 2005 to assess the consequences of 

ecosystem change for human well-being and to establish a scientific basis for actions 

needed to enhance the conservation and sustainable use of ecosystems and their 

contributions to human well-being”  (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005e, p. vii). 

This five volume series includes information from and references to most previously 

published information on the subject of ecosystem services (Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment 2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 2005d, and 2005e). In addition to this, The 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences compiled a special feature on 

ecosystem services in July 2008 (Volume 105, number 28) that includes a wide variety 
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of some of the latest research in the field (Cowling et al. 2008, Daily and Matson 2008, 

Jack et al. 2008, Liu et al 2008, Mäler et al. 2008, Naidoo et al. 2008, Tallis et al. 2008).  

Ecosystem services have been defined as “the conditions and processes through 

which natural ecosystems, and the species that make them up, sustain and fulfill human 

life.” (Daily 1997) or “the benefits people obtain from ecosystems” (Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment 2003).  As the list of ecosystem services has expanded, there 

have been attempts to categorize the services. Daily (1997) proposed three categories 

1) the provision of production inputs, 2) the sustenance of plant and animal life, and 3) 

the provision of non-use values, which include existence and option values. Kramer 

(2005) proposed that “the total economic value of an environmental resource can be 

calculated as a sum of four main components: use value, indirect use value, option 

value and nonuse value.” The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003) breaks 

services into 1) Supporting services, 2) Provisioning services, 3) Regulating services, 

and 4) Cultural services (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2.  Ecosystem Services and Their Links to Human Well-being (Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment 2003, page 5) 

 

Examples of Ecosystem Services 

List of services (Daily 1997, pages 3&4) 

 Purification of air and water 
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 Mitigation of floods and droughts 

 Detoxification and decomposition of wastes 

 Generation and renewal of soil and soil fertility 

 Pollination of crops and natural vegetation 

 Control of the vast majority of potential agricultural pests 

 Dispersal of seeds and translocation of nutrients 

 Maintenance of biodiversity, from which humanity had derived key elements of its 
agricultural, medicinal and industrial enterprise 

 Protection from the sun‟s harmful ultraviolet rays 

 Partial stabilization of climate 

 Moderation of temperature extremes and the force of winds and waves 

 Support of diverse human cultures 

 Providing of aesthetic beauty and intellectual stimulation that life the human spirit 

 Pest control 

 Insect pollination 

 Fisheries 

 Climate regulation 

 Soil retention 

 Flood control 

 Soil formation 

 Cycling of matter 

 Composition of the atmosphere 

 Maintenance of soil fertility 

 Maintenance of a genetic library 
 

 Refined list (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2003, page 5) 

 Supporting services- Services necessary for the production of all other 
ecosystem services- 

o Soil formation  
o Nutrient cycling 
o Primary production 
 

 Provisioning services- Products obtained from ecosystems 
o Food 
o Freshwater 
o Fuelwood 
o Fiber 
o Biochemicals 
o Genetic resources 
 

 Regulating services- Benefits obtained from regulation of ecosystem processes 
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o Climate regulation 
o Disease regulation 
o Water regulation 
o Water purification 
 

 Cultural services- Nonmaterial benefits obtained from ecosystems 
o Spiritual and religious 
o Recreation and ecotourism 
o Aesthetic 
o Inspirational  
o Educational 
o Sense of place 
o Cultural heritage 

 

The field of Ecological Economics (also referred to as Environmental Economics) 

has expanded in many directions over the past twenty years. Here we include some of 

the shifts that may be of interest for this study and others in the Verde River Watershed. 

These shifts include changing scales ranging from very local to global (including 

multiscale approaches), increasing participation of communities and stakeholders, using 

of models to predict changes ecosystem services, and including biodiversity and all its 

services in the calculations of value. Bateman et al. (2004) suggest that scope is also 

an important factor in determining the effectiveness of valuations. These changes make 

the process of evaluating ecosystem services both more complex and more effective.  

The shift to include community input, participation and collaboration when 

managing, valuing, and preserving environmental resources, especially native 

communities, has brought more informed decisions about resource management (Terer 

et al. 2004, Hein et al. 2006, Cronin and Ostegren 2007b, Venn and Quiggin 2007). 

Community participation has always been valued, but techniques for achieving it have 

been more refined over the past 15 years. Part of this shift is to include Traditional 
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Ecological Knowledge (TEK) in valuations and management of natural areas, systems, 

and resources that are jointly owned, managed and used (Cronin and Ostegren 2007a).  

Many recent studies have focused on specific geographic regions because it had 

been established that valuation is site specific, but sites can range from a specific park 

or lake, to the protected areas in a country (Ingraham and Foster 2008). These sites 

can cross political boundaries, which might be some of the most complex studies, such 

as Lange and others (2007) who did a study documenting the value of ecosystem 

services in the Orange River Basin, which spans Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho, and 

South Africa. At the same time these studies tend to be specific to concerns of the area, 

and aimed at providing information to resource managers and decision-makers for the 

site. Studies suggest that if research is not focused on the social context in which the 

values are determined and further if the studies are not designed to supply information 

needed for management decisions within that context the research may have little value 

(Cowling, et al 2008). 

Many links have been established between tourism and natural resources 

(Shrestha et al. 2006).  Sometimes the value differs depending on the type of tourism 

and the life cycle of the tourism destination (Willis and Garrod 1999, Turpie and Joubert 

2001, Hernández and León 2007). As was stated earlier, this mostly rural watershed 

relies heavily on tourism and recreation of residents, and therefore this area should be 

evaluated more in subsequent studies.  

Many studies seek to improve on the original valuation techniques (Norton and 

Noonan 2007) including Contingent Valuation (Hanemann1994, Spash 2000, Holmes et 
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al. 2004, Wiser 2007, Bateman et al. 2006, Marta-Pedroso et al. 2007) Willingness to 

Pay (Bateman et al. 2006) and Cost-benefit Analysis (Kuosmanen and Kortelainen 

2007). For example, Kontogianni et al. 2001 used a combination of focus groups and 

surveys (on willingness to pay for a variety of options and attitudes about the 

environment) in order to get results that would be of use to decision-makers. Another 

shift has been towards modeling. Many studies have used models as a way to value 

natural resources. Some models include geographically and socially specific indices 

(Bockstael et al. 1995, Ward & Pulido-Velázquez 2008), while others predict what 

economic implications changes in ecosystem services will have (Jonkman et al. 2008). 

Johnstone and Markandya (2006) used modeling to predict the change in use of a river 

based on changes in water quality.  

Biodiversity has also been valued in many ways -- for its own sake; for its 

contribution to human well-being and quality of life; and for its economic contribution. 

Non-timber forest products are one valued aspect of wild places (Croitoru 2007). 

Kellermann and colleagues (2008) documented the specific ecological and economic 

services that birds provided to coffee farms in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica. Changes 

in biodiversity are also tracked by looking at non-native invasive species (or “weeds”) 

(Sinden and Griffith 2007) or evaluated as a separate valued part of the ecological 

system (Eppink and van den Bergh 2007). 

Allen and Loomis (2006) determined that “valuation of wildlife - particularly 

estimation of non-use and non-consumptive use values for wildlife - is an important 

input into various policy decisions.”  Sensitive species, including federally listed 

threatened and endangered species need to be accounted for (De Nooij et al. 2006). 
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Numerous studies have been performed to evaluate the value of restoration and 

habitat preservation projects specifically in riparian areas and wetland ecosystems 

(Costanza 1989, Vicory and Stevenson 1995, Spash 2000, Varady et al. 2001, Amigues 

et al. 2002, Holmes et al. 2004, Hanley et al. 2006, Ojeda et al. 2007). These studies 

are especially urgent in the light that “inland water habitats and species are in worse 

condition than those of forest, grassland, or coastal systems (medium certainty). It is 

speculated that 50% of inland water habitats were lost during the twentieth century. It is 

well established that for many ecosystem services, the capacity of inland water systems 

to produce these services is in decline and is as bad or worse than that of other 

systems” (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005a p.553). 

This study was based on the typologies presented by Daily (1997), Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment (2003), and Kramer (2005). We selected these systems of 

typology in order to categorize the areas that are of highest value to stakeholders and 

use that information to design further studies. This process is best suited to the study 

because of the wide variety and large number of responses received. 

 

Methodology 

  In order to determine the various uses and values for the Verde River 

Watershed, a survey instrument was developed as shown in Appendix A. This 

questionnaire consists of two parts. The first part was a survey completed by mail, and 

the second part was a semi-structured interview completed using individually recorded 

interviews. The survey instrument is straightforward and requires little additional 
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discussion. A total of 35 individuals knowledgeable of the watershed and current issues 

were interviewed. In order to protect the anonymity of the respondents, all personally 

identifiable information is maintained by the research team.  

 Following the literature review, one member of the research team determined the 

best strategy to evaluate the respondents‟ answers, and another team member 

categorized the replies. The description of the values rubric follows. 

 

Values 

 From the values literature review as described above, it was decided to conduct 

a two-stage classification of the values indicated during the interviews. The replies for 

Question 3 a-c were collected and analyzed. (Question 3d is dealt with below.) In 

addition to Question 3, Question 6 also was included in the values analysis.  

3. How do you use the river?  
a. What plants and animals that rely on the river are important to you? 
b. Do you collect or use any plants or animals that rely on the river? If so, which 

ones? 
c. Do you have a spiritual, religious, or personal connection to the river? If so, 

could you describe this connection? 
 

6. What functions, processes or services does the Verde provide that are important to 
you and the community? (e.g. flooding, filtration, seed dispersal…) 

 

 The following rubric was used to evaluate each comment as recorded during the 

data collection process. The full collection of values and explanatory comments is 

included in Appendices B and C. As discussed in the literature review above, any such 

classification will have fuzzy boundaries between categories. 
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Use 

 These include goods and services provided by the watershed that the 

respondents currently use in some form. Irrigation water and fishing are obvious 

examples. Enjoying one‟s five-generation family history with the river is a far less 

obvious use, but it is a value the respondent gains utility from in the present day.  

 The discussion of flora and fauna was problematic. Unless specifically indicated 

that the value fell into the other two categories, these were placed under the “Use” 

category. This is countered by looking at the term, “habitat.” Ecosystem services and 

protection were generally placed in the non-use category. On the other hand, specific 

species of flora and fauna were viewed as specific current uses as opposed to future 

values of ecosystem protection. 

Option 

 This category involves future use without current use. The primary candidate for 

this group involved recharging the aquifer. The items in this category were by far the 

least number identified. Most respondents have a current engagement with the 

watershed and place the highest values on the current uses. 

 

 

 

Non-Use 
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 The best example of this category was provided as: “Give value to the person in 

Wisconsin that may never see it.” Indeed, this is a textbook definition of the term non-

use. As mentioned above, most items in the non-use list involve ecosystem protection. 

Once the comments were evaluated using the use, option, and non-use rubric, a 

second classification system was used following Figure 1 (Millennium Ecosystem 

Assesment 2003).  This includes 4 different ways of viewing a particular value of the 

watershed: supporting, provisioning, regulating and cultural. 

Supporting 

 These minimally listed items involve supporting the ecosystem from a structural 

standpoint such as soil formation.  

Provisioning 

 The items included in this list involve things that people physically take from the 

watershed: water, plants, animals and minerals. Comments concerning property values 

and economic growth were also included.  The list includes all flora and fauna including 

endangered species. 

Regulating 

 Water cleansing and pollution mitigation are examples of regulating services. 

Several respondents itemized the fact that the greenery and watershed provides for 

temperature reductions in “microclimates.” Transportation was included here. 

Cultural  
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 Perhaps the most important conclusion from the study is how people interact with 

the watershed. The most common values placed on the river fall into the cultural use 

category: Spiritual, recreational, aesthetic, inspirational, educational and cultural 

heritage uses fall into this category. 

 

Data Processing 

 Once the rubrics for analysis were determined and the data had been entered, 

the two-stage classification of the replies to questions three and six was conducted. The 

responses were initially classified as use, option, or non-use, and then further classified 

as servicing, provisioning, regulating or cultural. Following a sorting of the replies, we 

validated the classification. As presumed, some of the classifications fell into rather 

fuzzy zones. With nearly 500 individual responses this was expected. 

 

Valuation of the Verde River Watershed 

 In total, the 35 respondents to the survey mentioned nearly 500 ways of valuing 

the river and its watershed. As presented in Table 1 below, these fell into two primary 

categories: provisioning use and cultural use. 

 

 

Primary value 
Secondary 
value Number of responses  

Use  Question 3 Question 6 Total 

 Servicing 1 2 3 
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 Provisioning 145 39 184 

 Regulating 6 31 37 

 Cultural 167 48 215 

  319 120 439 

Option     

 Servicing 0 0 0 

 Provisioning 3 0 3 

 Regulating 5 3 8 

 Cultural 2 0 2 

  10 3 13 

Non-use     

 Servicing 1 0 1 

 Provisioning 0 0 0 

 Regulating 13 26 39 

 Cultural 4 0 4 

  18 26 44 

Table 1: Ecosystem Values as Collected in Categories 

 Perhaps the strongest conclusion from the analysis is that people value the river 

as a place and not just a thing. It is not simply a thing where they acquire goods and 

services; rather it is a place where they do activities. The ability to use the watershed as 

a source of water is vitally important, but this is by no means the only value 

stakeholders place on the system. Less than 40% of the responses can be listed as 

provisioning, and, of that number, most involve aspects and items beyond simple water 

provision. 

 Indeed, there were more replies that can be categorized as cultural than those 

listed as provisioning. Although very broad in scope – from spiritual to educational – the 

cultural category includes all the reasons people view the watershed as a place to 

interact with, as opposed to a thing from which to take resources. 

 As previously mentioned, most comments regarding flora and fauna were placed 

into the use category. These were then mostly placed into the provisioning section. 

Depending on the secondary comments made by the respondents, this methodology 
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was followed even when it was clear that a particular comment fit into several 

categories. Specific comments regarding the habitat provisions of a particular animal or 

plant (or flora and fauna in general) were listed as non-use and regulating. Specific 

comments regarding protected species (including federally-listed threatened and 

endangered species) could easily be listed under numerous categories, but were 

generally placed under use and cultural. The ability to witness a Bald Eagle is a current 

use that allows the participant to take the experience from the watershed. Many 

respondents also itemized a spiritual or other cultural value to having Bald Eagles living 

near the river. Clearly, most respondents also view this as an option value, and most, if 

pressed, would also call it a non-use value.  

 Although the numerical count of the regulating values is small, the respondents 

were very familiar with the idea of looking at the watershed as a connected system and 

even a system of systems. Furthermore, the non-use aspects of regulating values 

shows how people view the importance of the watershed as a watershed. The 

importance of habitat preservation and the biodiversity of the area are highly valued. At 

both the micro and macro levels the ecosystems within the watershed are critical. As an 

area that sustains otters and as a stopover on the flyways of migrating birds, people 

wish to protect the watershed. 

Valued places 

 The interviews created a geographical lesson for an adventure map of the Verde 

River Watershed as discussed during Question 3d. Given the intimate working and 

living relationship most of the interviewees have with the river, and the requisite vested 
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interests they have in the river, the question concerning the “Valued Places in the 

Watershed” provided a plethora of information. A full listing of the responses is included 

in Appendix E. 

 The relevant question specifically included the descriptor “watershed” instead of 

“river.” Had the question been limited to areas of the river itself, many of the important 

realms of interest would have been lost. Indeed many of the interviewees distinguished 

between the watershed and the river itself. The tributaries can then be distinguished as 

rivers, springs, creeks, or washes. The former are sources of river water from the 

aquifer system; whereas, the latter are collectors from rain and snow melt. Several of 

the respondents included the Big Chino Aquifer having value as a place. 

 Respondents distinguished between places with easy public access and wild 

places. The obvious public access places were listed by many of the respondents: 

Sedona, Oak Creek Canyon, the Beaver Creeks, Montezuma‟s Castle and Well 

National Parks Monuments, Arizona State Parks in the region (Verde River Greenway 

State Natural Area, Dead Horse Ranch State Park, Red Rock State Park, Slide Rock 

State Park, Fort Verde State Historic Park), Windmill Park, and Tuzigoot National 

Monument.  The remote and even wilderness places are too numerous to list. Several 

respondents either requested secrecy or refused to indicate their individual special 

places.  

 Given the concerns about the geological importance and condition of the Big 

Chino Aquifer, the headwaters of the river were included by several of the respondents. 

The historical and archeological importance of the Verde Valley and the watershed was 
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considered as valued by many of the respondents. These include battle sites and Indian 

ruins.  

Threats to the Watershed 

 The list of threats to the river can be grouped into several distinct issues. For the 

most part, these are not surprising, but the interviews validate the need for further 

research into the specific issues regarding the future of the river. Although these are 

discussed in general herein, future research can be based on the very specific issues 

addressed by the individual respondents. A full listing of the responses is included in 

Appendix D. 

 Of the 35 interviews performed and assessed, 26 individuals were concerned 

about the amount of pumping taking place from the aquifer and withdrawals from the 

river. The concerns include the amount of water that is currently being withdrawn for 

various reasons: drinking water and irrigation are the primary withdrawals. A 

consequence of these withdrawals and diversions is the presence of a fragmented river 

in places where sections of the river are dry during certain times of the year.2 These dry 

spots can occur when water is diverted from the river for irrigation, and partially returned 

to the river downstream.  

 Closely connected to the concern about pumping is the concern of human 

development. Twenty-three of the thirty-five respondents itemized some aspect – in 

many cases several aspects – of the growth of the Verde Valley and environs. As 

discussed above, the population of the Verde Valley and the Prescott/Chino Valley area 

                                                           

2
 The current research team has no direct evidence of this situation, although multiple interviewees 

mentioned this situation. 
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is seeing enormous growth and is expecting continued growth into the foreseeable 

future. The envisioned impacts of this growth on the Verde River and its watershed 

raise urgent concerns among the population of community leaders interviewed. The 

Verde River Watershed has been forced to address the issue of changing from a 

collection of rural communities to a collection of developed communities. This is 

changing the social norms within the population as concerns the water resources of the 

Valley. 

 The human impact on the water quality is a serious concern of the respondents. 

18 of the 35 interviewees included some aspects of pollution as threats to the river. Of 

those aspects specifically itemized, five included runoff from septic systems. Other 

concerns are mining runoff, agricultural runoff, and dumping of solid waste. 

 Invasive species were a concern of eight of the respondents. This opens the 

possibility, and continuing need, for specific research into specific species and 

locations. 

 Six interviews specifically itemized that climate change is a threat to the river. 

The primary concern here is the possibility of continuing drought. 

Among the interviews a series of concerns involved the lack of education and 

policy concerning the river. The respondents identified a need for increased community 

policy concerning the management of the watershed resources. Of course, many of 

these concerns may be mutually exclusive. This requires increased education of the 

existing residents – as with the presentation at the Arizona Riparian Council meeting in 

April 2008 and expanded education of new residents and visitors concerning their 

impact on the watershed. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations  

 The principal goal of this project was to collect and analyze data concerning the 

reasons for valuing the Verde River Watershed. The data were collected using a series 

of direct interviews with various stakeholders, and the data has been briefly and initially 

analyzed using a two-stage valuing rubric. We conclude this report by making a series 

of recommendations for further research, public comment and education, and 

comprehensive watershed management.  

 However helpful the series of interviews, they were targeted at specific 

individuals whom the research team knew had professional and personal interactions 

with the watershed. As such, they are not representative of the general population of 

stakeholders living and working within the watershed. Knowingly or unknowingly, 

anyone living within the watershed or using water from a tap is a current and possibly 

future stakeholder in the watershed. A less comprehensive survey instrument could be 

administered at various venues within the geographical area. In addition to the list of 

valued aspects on the original survey, demographic and locational information could be 

collected. This broader scoped survey could use general areas of interest collected from 

this initial survey. 

 A much more detailed analysis of the data should be undertaken in the context of 

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003, 2005 a-e). They link the ecosystem services, 

as discussed above, with the “Determinants and Constituents of Well-Being” (shown in 

figure 2) using the categories of security, basic materials for a good life, health and 
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good social relations. This type of analysis would help in explaining not only “what” is 

important about the watershed, but also “why” it is important. 

 A major cultural component itemized by the interviewees involves education. A 

series of public forums and workshops can be developed to educate both stakeholders 

and decision makers within the region. For example, the current research team made a 

well-attended presentation at the 22nd Meeting of the Arizona Riparian Council, in 

Prescott, Arizona in April 2008.  

 To validate the comments made by our respondents and to increase the overall 

knowledge of the watershed, the ongoing scientific and policy research should be 

continued, expanded, and coordinated. The serious issues concerning the health of the 

aquifer system are perhaps the most important and worthy of expanded investigation. 

The sustainable access to potable water is vital to the sustainability of the human and 

non-human population of central Arizona. The importance of understanding both the 

science and policy issues concerning the watershed cannot be overstated.   

 We can conclude that the Verde River and its watershed are valued in a 

multitude of ways. Putting monetary value on these values may be desired in order to 

make the value of some ecosystem services clear to all stakeholders, but valuation is 

not necessary to show that the stakeholders value the river itself, not just what it can 

give to them (i.e. water etc.). 

1. Continue valuation studies  

a. With the input of scientists who know specific ecosystem services that 

affect the stakeholder, but of which the stakeholder might not be aware. 

b. That focus on needs of decision-makers and resource managers. 
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2. Seek funding and collaborators for valuation studies that focus on cultural values. 

3. Determine the cost of loss of ecosystem services that would be lost if river flow 

levels decreased. 

4. Determine economic services provided to the communities through recreation 

opportunities, educational opportunities, and psychological health. 

5. Broaden study to include random selection of Verde Valley residents and users.  

6. Perform a random survey of Verde River Watershed residents to find out the 

extent of understanding in the area and the audience that should be targeted for 

outreach and education. 

7. Expand tourism studies to include the river specifically or specific sites along the 

river. 

8. Conduct similar interviews or a workshop with science experts to determine what 

ecosystem services might not have been included by these community leaders 

who might not have expertise in science. 

9. Develop a team of interested experts who may be available to do specific 

valuation studies. 

10. Use this study to perform outreach and education to all stakeholders in Arizona. 
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Appendix B: Answers to Question #3 

Symbol Meaning 

N Non-use 

O Option 

U Use 

C Cultural 

R Regulating 

P Provisioning 

S Servicing 

 

 

Category Service       

n c Balance   We should be striving for balance. They allow wildlife to be on the property 

(except where the chickens are) 

n c Intrinsic value     

n c Rights of Nature   Feels that nature has rights just as humans have rights.  

n c Value    Give value to the person in Wisconsin, that may never see it 

n r Biodiversity   High diversity of wildlife 

n r Connection to all life   We are made of 80% water. As one segment of life we need water. All living 

things are dependent on water. 

n r Corridors    Values the corridors: The larger scale one from Yellowstone and also small 

ones so that animals can make their way down to the river and back up 

n r Ecosystem   It is all one interlinked ecosystem and the link is surface flow 
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n r Existence   He likes knowing it is there, and thinks other taxpayers in the country like 

knowing it is there 

n r Habitat   Habitat for native species, especially those imperiled (critical habitat). Some 

imperiled native fish need cobble and sediment habitats 

n r Habitat   For birds 

n r Pristine habitat   The value of a pristine habitat. What is left needs to be protected. Have seen 

tremendous changes over the past 9 years.  

n r Riparian habitat   Knowing that there is still place for species (cottonwoods and willows) to thrive 

n r Riparian habitat     

n r Riparian Habitat    It all works together with the fish, birds and plants 

n r Surface flow   River is on the top 10 endangered rivers list  

n r Wildlife habitat   Habitat for birds that nest in the area, seasonal visitors 

n s  The riparian channel   The preservation of the riparian channel et al.  

o c Personal connection   The manifestation of involvement in groups seeking to protect it.  

o c Protection   Passionate about protecting the rivers in Arizona 

o p Pumping affects baseflow     

o p Use of water rights   A water right is a property right 

o p Water for consumption   Sustainable water-use 

o r Corridors   Climate change: Having capability for system to adapt, seed dispersal, 

migrations 
o r Natural state of the river   Ecosystem 

o r River health     

o r Survival   We are a part of the system and dependent on it. Our survival is dependent on 

the availability of water. 

o r Wildlife corridor   Important to have connectivity on a landscape level, includes small ones for 

animals to make their way to the river and back to the uplands as well as 

flyways, etc.  
u c Access   Places where the river proper is accessible, especially in areas that are primarily 

private property 
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u c Aesthetic     

u c Aesthetic   Water carves beautiful scenes 

u c Aesthetics   The greenway, landscaping, high diversity 

u c Agricultural tourism   Also a tourist attraction 

u c Appreciation   Loves the river 

u c Art/Aesthetics   Subject for art 

u c Beauty   Greenery, emerald green water. Impressive 

u c Beauty   Big cottonwoods are still there and it is incredibly gorgeous 

u c Calming effect     

u c Ceremonial uses   Naming ceremonies, creation stories 

u c Connection   Strong personal connection "It's part of you after a while" 

u c Connection   Connection to recovery and protection opportunities 

u c Connection    Spiritual- a connection to the natural system. E.O. Wilson connections of people 

to the landscape (Primal connection) 

u c Connection   Built a house nearer to the river 

u c Connection   Kids get connected to the river through the program 

u c Connection   Spent a lot of time there as a child 

u c Connection to the river   A favorite place. Provides a sense of place and community. Especially 

connected to all the places that he helped protect through park system for others 

to enjoy. 
u c Connection to water   Attracted to places that have water. One of the reasons they settled "here" 

u c Connetion   Connection to the headwaters 

u c Continuity   Being interrupted by ditch companies diverting the whole flow of the river. 

Some species rely on continuous flow at different seasons. They may not be 

able to spawn or radiate out if flows are interrupted. 
u c Cultural connection   Family history/connection 

u c Cultural value   Native American ruins 

u c Education   Access to River: At bridges (Tuzigoot, 89A, Mingus Ave Extension, White 

Bridge paired with the improvement of Forest Service access points) 
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u c Education   Educational trips for legislators on the river (canoes and kayaks) 

u c Education   Provides a setting for educational trips for legislators 

u c Education   Resource for teachers to teach their students about science, ecology, waterways, 

geology, etc… 

u c Education   Geology, downcutting, etc. tie into aquifers, and how this relates to wells in the 

area 
u c Education   Participants in canoe challenge can be educated about the threats to the river and 

the benefits it provides. Provides educational opportunities for kids and 

university students, especially for cultural/early Native American communities 

and teaching wilderness values. 

u c Education     Teaching tool for stewardship, botany, etc. Teaching importance of water. 

u c Education/Advocacy   Examples of one of the last rivers that can be protected in its functioning form 

u c Educational   Heritage, environmental, historical sense of place 

u c Educational format   In partnerships 

u c Educational resource   The Verde is a great educational resource for children and adults. Geology, 

ecology, hydrology, biology, natural sciences environmental education 

u c Educational tool   The river is a great educational tool for a myriad of subjects for adults and 

children (worked on with Parks and Rec department and the Economic 

Development department) “If you get the kids down there you get the parents 

down there” 
u c Educational use   Cultural education, historical education, illustration that things can die (sites that 

are lost are important things that once were) 

u c Educational value   About ½ of the nests of the desert nesting bald eagle are along the Verde River 

u c Events   Verde River Days, Verde Valley Birding and Nature Festival 

u c Experience    Gives people an opportunity to experience the river 

u c Experiential education   Giving people a real chance to understand and experience being with the river, 

learning low impact camping and backpacking. Especially benefits children and 

young people. 
u c Family connection   5 generations of the same family that live on the river 
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u c Family 

connection/Emotional tie 

  Childhood memories of being in places like Oak Creek. There are places that 

used to be accessible and are now subdivisions. 

u c Feature on the land   Used as a feature on the land that led people to live here 

u c Free-flowing clean water     

u c Granite Creek   Important to people in Prescott and Prescott Valley 

u c Habitat   The interviewee loves the habitat 

u c Historical importance   Historic importance of water and even the ditch system (O & B ditch is historic) 

u c Historical use   Tributaries were used as trade and travel routes.  

u c Historical use   "Hardware store": Textile plants, food plants, utilizing plants and animals from 

the area 
u c Historical Value   Connection to native peoples and settlers who lived here in the past. 

u c Hope   Presents a case for hope and despair at times, when dealing with people that 

don't have the same interest in saving it, but many want to see it remain vital 

and productive 
u c Impacts on children and 

young people 

  Young people can be introduced to the river and shown its value 

u c Isolation   Places that are difficult to get to and not on maps 

u c Mapping   Traditional names for sites (linked to gathering areas) 

u c Mental health   Biodiversity creates higher ability for humans to function. Ability for people to 

recreate and de-stress. Studies show that higher biodiversity creates a feeling of 

well-being 
u c Mental health   Healing for teens: "Outward reach" project taking troubled teens into a natural 

area. Healing aspect of nature 

u c Metaphysical   Outside of the normal physical realm 

u c Metaphysical   There are spiritual entities out there that we can connect to through nature in a 

positive way 

u c Monitoring & Education   Biochemical monitoring with Mingus H.S. and Yavapai College- ecology 

classes, ecological biology class, presentation and a PBS special about the area 

to the 100 members of the VRCA. 

u c Outdoor classroom   Montezuma Well and Dry Beaver Creek. Monitoring 
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u c Outreach   Groups do outreach on the train about the river, and many events like Verde 

River Days 

u c Parks   Dead Horse Ranch State Park, picnic areas 

u c Parks   Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

u c Personal   First experience in Arizona was to slide down slide rock. That is what gives 

Arizona its character. 

u c Personal / spiritual 

connection 

  Personal in the sense of visited it numerous times. "Something in all human 

beings that recognizes that water…that is life…We are 70% water…We are 

water" 
u c Personal connection   Recreation has seen changes, changes in land use, limited access even on the 

Salt side. Memories of more water. Has seen changes in habitat and flows. 

u c Personal Connection   Has lived here 40 years and has children, grand children and a great grandchild 

there. "Anybody who lives in Yavapai county, the Verde River is part of your 

culture" "Important to all of us." 

u c Personal connection   She and her husband live on the river, can hear it, kayak on it, dogs swim and 

they love the river. 

u c Personal Connection   Employer and community connection. Also part of the community that studies 

the watershed and are connected to the river in that way. 

u c Personal connection   Personal and ethical connection, aesthetic. He understands the geologic 

timeframe of the river and that we have coevolved to live here with other 

species. There is an ethical imperative to grant them citizenship and give them 

rights. 
u c Personal connection   As a wildlife biologist he enjoys getting out to a beautiful place- sights and 

scenery 
u c Personal connection   Loves and treasures the river 

u c Personal connection   A real connection to the land, air and water- part of the environment. There is 

talk about environmentalists vs. developers. All humans are environmentalists. 

If its not sustainable you won't die, but further generations will 
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u c Personal/Spiritual benefits   Flowing water is calming and aesthetically attractive. Life in watershed is 

completely dependent on the water in question. Allows people to be more 

centered by looking at it. 

u c Personal/spiritual 

connection 

  Moved to the area because of the river, recreation activities, and the feeling you 

have when you are near the river, hearing flowing water and being in the 

beautiful riparian environment (calming, serene, wonderful) 

u c Personal/spiritual 

connection 

  From growing up in Michigan, and intrinsic value to know and experience 

flowing water. 

u c Place of natural discovery    Access to the water allows people to connect to their natural environment 

u c Programming   For Parks and Recreation departments 

u c Psychological value   Ability of people to recreate and de-stress 

u c Public access   The maintenance of the relatively few areas where the public has a chance to 

access the river 

u c Reason for getting up   Why she gets up in the morning 

u c Recreation   Fishing, swimming, hunting, kayaking. Limited recreational use. Inaccessible to 

the public 

u c Recreation   Hunting, angling, fishing, birding, hiking, walking (in the river and along the 

river), swimming, wading, wildlife viewing, dog-walking, viewing, rafting, 

canoeing, centering influence, provides a connection to nature and economic 

benefits 
u c Recreation   Place to get cool in the summer, picnic area, bird viewing, other animal 

viewing, kayaking, dog-walking, place for special events (Verde River Days, 

Verde Valley Birding and Nature Festival) 

u c Recreation     

u c Recreation   From a spiritual standpoint. Walking along riparian zone and sit in solitude 

u c  Recreation   Fishing, walking, bird watching, wildlife watching, hunting, spiritual tourism 

u c Recreation   Hiking, biking, hang-gliding, picnicking, fishing, gardening, dog-walking 

u c Recreation   Hiking/walking, trails, birding, canoeing, Montezuma Castle/Well, enjoyment, 

calming, part of his soul 
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u c Recreation   Water sports, bird watching, scenic views 

u c Recreation   Swimming, fishing, flying, horse-riding 

u c Recreation   Audubon society, wildlife viewing opportunities, tourist-based economy, 

fishing, medicinal plant gathering 

u c Recreation   Recreation 

u c Recreation   Hiking, fishing, recreation in scenic riparian habitat 

u c Recreation   Offer trips on the river (in boats), trails. Opportunity to float the river is 

important 
u c Recreation   Hiking, fishing, kayaking, birding. Recreation is the economic base of the area. 

It draws people to the area 

u c Recreation   Swimming and dog-walking 

u c Recreation   Outing place 

u c Recreation   Birding, tubing in the snow, tubing down the Verde River. Diversity of 

recreational opportunities. 

u c Recreation   Swimming, fishing, food gathering, supply gathering for art and craft work 

u c Recreation   Canoeing, boating, rafting, kayaking, fishing, bird watching, Verde River Canoe 

Challenge 

u c Recreation   Kayaking, Birding Festival, Canoe trips, Friend of Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

and Verde River Greenway State Natural Area 

u c Recreation   Birding, hiking, fishing, hunting, swimming and picnicking along the creek 

especially with children 

u c Recreation   Hunting, fishing (trout), birding, riding the train (wildlife viewing), kayaking, 

hiking, camping 

u c Recreation   Birding 

u c Recreation   Walking by the water and experience the working ecology of a flowing river, 

and wineries 

u c Recreation:   Birding, walking, hiking, canoeing, active & passive recreation, fishing, trail 

use, photography, relaxation, developed recreation, enjoying flowers, swimming 
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u c Reflection    Study at New York University revealed a positive correlation between reflection 

(participants ability to clear their heads, gain perspective on life and think more 

clearly about personal matters) and green space and diversity and size 

u c Religious connection:   Some people in the community. Yavapai Apache stories of emergence, new-age 

people.  

u c Religious Importance to 

Native Tribes 

  Place of origin, ceremony, historical significance, and celebration. Important to 

the Yavapai Apache, Hopi, Yavapai Prescott, and others.   

u c Research value   The river provides tremendous opportunities for research 

u c Respect     “Very carefully” “You respect it and take care of it and it takes care of you.” 

u c River as a primary 

interpretive tool 

  Having the river near local monuments allows people to understand connections 

between monuments and their historical residents  

u c River as a subject for art   Plein air painting, sculpture etc… 

u c Satisfaction   Seeing people enjoying the area is satisfying 

u c Scenic   The charm of Arizona is outside of the cities 

u c Self definition   Helps him define who he is through the history of this area 

u c Serenity   Serene place to center 

u c Solitude   Quiet areas for species and humans 

u c Sound of water   Calming, soothing, cleansing 

u c Sounds of Nature   Calming for him and creates a feeling of peace. Deeper than a spiritual 

connection. 
u c Sounds of Wildlife/Nature   Creates a sense of peace in everyday life. An anthropological connection to our 

past as a species (we once lived  

u c Spiritual Connection   Sense of Place, the river improves quality of life by adding something to our 

natural and thus human environment. Feeds his soul. 

u c Spiritual Connection   Montezuma Well, connection to the Yavapai apache and Hopi, a place of 

emergence (of water). Significant to new-age spiritualists. 

u c Spiritual Connection    Spiritual connection with the land and waterways. Feeling of connection that 

allows a person to gain clarity about one's identity, one's self esteem, and helps 

one define a sense of self 
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u c Spiritual connection   Yavapai Apache Nation 

u c Spiritual connection   Connection to the headwaters and to the river 

u c Spiritual connection     

u c Spiritual connection   To the natural system. The connectivity from uplands to the watershed in 

question on a landscape level. The river provides a sense of satisfaction & well-

being for human spiritual needs.  

u c Spiritual connection   Yes, but doesn't feel comfortable talking about it.  

u c Spiritual connection   Informal connection: “ This is the kind of environment that we evolved in and 

you can't miss that. The best day of the week is any day I go into the water.” 

u c Spiritual connection    Spiritual connection to water. Comes from east coast and has strong connection 

to the ocean. The river is an incredible life-giving force in the middle of the 

rocky and arid landscape 

u c Spiritual connection to 

river 

  Water is life. The river and hydrological system is what sustains all the life in 

the Verde Valley. The river is an integral part of culture in the valley and is a 

basic element of life. We are all mostly water. The river brings nutrients for 

farming and takes away waste. Biblically, if you are not born of water and the 

spirit you will not thrive. 
u c Spiritual or personal 

connection 

  The river is God's creation. He feels about 40% of the people in the area have a 

conscious connection to the river. 

u c Spiritual/personal 

connection 

  Grew up in the area and has a very strong personal connection to the river.  

u c Spiritual/religious   Stewardship, protector of the river, doing God's work by protecting his river 

u c Spiritual/religious/personal 

connection 

  Absolutely. Water means life. In the desert water takes on a special meaning. 

Without water backpacking (a personal passion) is not possible. Water is why 

we visit where we visit.  

u c Spiritual/religious/personal 

connection 

  We come from the sun, rain, clouds and the lighting. Spiritually, my people are 

connected to the water. Water has healing and cleansing ability. Place of 

ceremony and gathering. Source of life. 

u c Stories   Basic element of life through stories (can't talk about details because the winter 

is over) 
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u c Strength/resiliency   "Provides me with a sense of resiliency and strength." 

u c Study   Water quality samples are taken for study 

u c Symbolism   Rebirthing, re-cleansing and ceremonial use 

u c Teaching   School Partnerships: increased ecological understanding => Interest and future 

stewardship, Ph., flow, flood plains, plants and animals 

u c Teaching    Grade school, Junior High, High schools, Colleges can all use the river for 

educational purposes. 

u c Tourism     

u c Tourism    Events (Verde Valley Birding and Nature Festival), Vineyards, spiritual tours, 

vortex tours 

u c Tourism   Canyon tour on the train 

u c Tourism   From Phoenix, and bring visitors from other areas up north 

u c Tourism   The train 

u c Tourism/Events   Parks, Verde River Days, Verde Valley Railroad, Audubon Society, Verde 

Watershed Association, Verde Valley Trail Association 

u c Training ground   For teachers and elected officials because it is a nearby free-flowing river 

u c Viewing   Looking at the river from above the confluence of Oak Creek 

u c Viewscapes   People want to see the river and large pieces have been subdivided 

u c Volunteering   Clean-ups in the river 

u c Water 

appreciation/personal 

connection 

  It is important for people to be to be able to touch and be in the water to connect 

with it. A Personal connection needs to happen. Human discovery and a 

connection to the food chain connect people. 

u c Water connects    Humans are attracted to water 

u c Well-being    Well-being and peace of mind and a greater sense of self identity and a greater 

perspective on my own life 

u c Wildlife habitat   80-90% of the animals rely at some point on open water surface. In PV the 

antelope rely on open areas. 

u p Agriculture   Water for irrigation 

u p Agriculture   Availability of local produce dependent on water, truck farming 
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u p Agriculture     

u p Agriculture   Tradition and key industry for the Verde Valley over time 

u p Agriculture   Wine growers, vineyards, irrigation 

u p Agriculture   Irrigated ranches supplied food for the mines 

u p Agriculture   Used to grow watermelon and cantaloupe, but not enough water in the ditch 

now. Still use for farming. 

u p Agriculture   The ditches 

u p Animal collection 

(hunting) 

  Elk, deer, bear, fish, mountain lions  

u p Animals collected:   Elk, fish (not in the past, but now), dove, quail, feathers from the desert bald 

eagle who is the conduit to the creator 

u p Answers from survey   Uses the river in all the ways he checked on the survey 

u p Biodiversity   The more you have the better it is, plants and animals. " We as a species are part 

of that circle." The web of biological life that supports our species. (Not our 

right to pick and chose which species will live or die) 

u p Biodiversity   Feels a oneness of all the living things there. "For me, it’s a place where I can 

reflect on my life and I can gain clarity on my self identity and my self esteem. 

It is a part of who I am and it helps to define what I am. 

u p Ceremonial use   Water is used in ceremonies, as are rocks (malapai rocks) from the riverbanks. 

Link to traditional use of the river. 

u p Collected Animals/Plants   Aquatic organisms and fish to do mercury testing, Plants to assess biological 

criteria/standards. 

u p Collecting   Fishing for trout, medicinal & edible plant walks 

u p Collecting   Personal, hunting and fishing 

u p Collection    Cottonwood root collecting has been limited, when trees die the roots go to the 

tribe 
u p Collection   Rocks, driftwood, wild flowers 

u p Collection   Only Tamarisk that are a safety hazard (removed) and trash 

u p Collections   Collect water samples and information 
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u p Collections   Collect a few cattails for demonstrations 

u p Collections   Water samples for water quality 

u p Collections   Plants for classes and making slides for classes 

u p Collections   Macroinvertebrates (bugs) 

u p Economic     The river creates a high quality of life that can bring young people into the area 

to live and work, and also benefits visitors. 

u p Economic value   Of communities in and around the watershed 

u p Farming     

u p Fauna   Fish species important.  

u p Fauna   Land animals: beaver, otter, raccoons, foxes, deer, elk (Camp Verde), 

macroinvertebrates (insects, sign of a healthy ecosystem), birds - migrations, 

geese, ducks, songbirds 

u p Fauna   All of them. All of the wildlife. Stock tanks help provide water for wildlife. 

u p Fauna   Beaver, Deer, Otter, Mountain Lions, Elk, Bobcats, Bass, Suckers, Redwing 

Blackbird, Meadowlarks, Woodpeckers, Blue Heron, Canada Geese, various 

Ducks, Hummingbirds, Mocking Birds, Western Blue Birds, Cardinals, Orioles, 

Bald Eagles, Hawks, Turkey vultures, Starlings, fish species, endangered 

species, native fish 
u p Fauna   Corridors in housing areas with animals including javelina, deer, foxes, 

raccoons, beaver.   
u p Fauna   All are important, native animals 

u p Fauna   Bobcats birds, bees, fish, antelope, otters, avian species, neo-tropical migrating 

birds.  
u p Fauna    Other animals: Coyotes, river otters, muskrats- keep marshes and river areas 

clean-, beaver, raccoons, striped skunks, Sonoran mud turtles, Soft-shell turtles, 

javelina, bats (Mexican freetail and red palid bat and others), insects (great 

diversity). 
u p Fauna   The ecological system as a whole 

u p Fauna   Birds that rely on a regular water source (the area is a fly-way and important for 

bird-watching), Eagles, Blue herons, fish (fisheries), willow flycatchers 
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u p Fauna   Trout, Audubon society is increasing, deer, coyote, skinks, birds, javelina, 

u p Fauna   Native species in general, Desert Nesting Bald Eagle, Yellow billed Cuckoo, 

Redwing Blackbirds, Loach minnow, spiked dace, Sonoran sucker, desert 

sucker, razor-back sucker, Mexican garter snake, river otters, Colorado Pike 

minnow, Round-tailed chub, Great blue heron. Imperiled animals. A vast 

number of other species.  
u p Fauna   Endemic species. Riffle beetle, and probably others 

u p Fauna   About ½ of the nests of the desert nesting bald eagle are along the Verde River 

u p Fauna   All of them, even ones he doesn't know of. Otters, birds, hawks, fish, native 

species in general, birds, larger animals, the system intact (microorganisms): the 

web. 
u p Fauna   9 native fish, Otter, Beaver, Bald Eagles, southwest willow flycatchers, Yellow-billed Cuckoos, 

Black Hawk, Belted Kingfisher, Zone Tailed Hawk, pronghorn antelope, beaver, dragon flies 

u p Fauna   Native species 

u p Fauna   Animals that come through seasonally. Fish. Birds that nest here year after year. 

u p Fauna   Desert Bald Eagles, catfish and trout, beaver dams, macroinvertebrates 

u p Fauna   Birds, all the animals that are part of the river system, local herds, especially 

antelope. Maintaining the high diversity of wildlife. 80-90% of animals rely at 

some point on an open water surface. 

u p Fauna   Riparian species, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Bald Eagle, Southwestern Willow 

Flycatcher, quail, javelina, elk, deer, water fowl, migratory songbirds. 80-85% 

of vertebrates rely on riparian areas. Wildlife in general that come into the 

reservoirs to use the water.  
u p Fauna   Desert Bald Eagle 

u p Fauna   Beaver, Otters, Water Fowl, snakes, horn toads, salamanders, amphibians, 

reptiles, ducks, herons, sandhill cranes. Has seen a drop in beaver, waterfowl, 

river otter. Concerned about amphibians, reptiles, and salamanders 

u p Fauna   Native fishery, all animal communities 

u p Fauna   All native animals, birds, Bald Eagle 
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u p Fauna   Deer, elk, raccoon, beaver, otter, skunk, eagles, hawks, song birds, all other 

animals (they are all important to a functioning ecosystem), birds, fish, javelins, 

squirrels, birds of every kind, mountain lion, bear 

u p Fauna   All of them: Bobcat, javelina, birds. Animals pass through the interviewee's 

yard. 
u p Fauna   Fish. All of the living things around it, eagles, fish, bass, trout, birds. Wildlife 

health 
u p Fauna   All indigenous animals, antelope, hawks, song birds, coyotes, javelina, birds, 

cranes, terns 

u p Fauna   Every animal in the watershed except the mosquito 

u p Fauna:   All animals. The ecosystem is an interconnected chain, mountain lions, eagles, 

bear. Eagle habitat. Roadrunners. 

u p Fish/Fishing   Trout fishing 

u p Fishing   Trout 

u p Fishing   Fishing for trout at  Dead Horse State Park lagoon 

u p Fishing     

u p Fishing   Trout fishing 

u p Fishing   For eating and recreation 

u p Flora    

u p Flora   Native species, cottonwoods & willows keep it cool, regulate temperature as 

well as add beauty 

u p Flora   All of them. 

u p Flora   Willows, Poplar, Cottonwood, Sycamore, various Grasses, Mulberries, native 

vegetation in general 

u p Flora   All are important, esp. native plants and riparian vegetation. cattails used for 

demonstrations. Vegetation helps slow down entrenching/erosion. 

u p Flora   Native species, Cottonwoods, Willows, other shade trees that create a cooler 

microclimate in the summer months.  

u p Flora   Willow and Cottonwood stands for bird habitat.  
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u p Flora   All of them, native species, greenway, the ecological system as whole, grassland 

u p Flora   Grazing can help plants be healthier. The nonnative plants are sucking the river 

dry. 
u p Flora   Cottonwoods, Willows, the Valley's trees, native plants, gallery forest, habitat 

for wildlife, mesquite groves, any that bloom (People enjoy the flowers) 

u p Flora   Riparian habitats 

u p Flora   Native plant species, Cottonwoods, Willows, gallery forests, imperiled plants. 

u p Flora   All of them, even ones he doesn't know of. Native species, wildflowers. The 

system intact: the web. 

u p Flora   Broad-leafed Cottonwood, Goodding Willow, natural riparian corridor, suite of riparian plant 

species 

u p Flora   Native species, especially Cottonwoods 

u p Flora   Native plants 

u p Flora   Invasive species are part of the teaching 

u p Flora   Native trees and plants, flowers 

u p Flora   Wants to preserve plants in the river corridor, and riparian valleys. 90% of 

riparian areas are gone 

u p Flora   Fremont  Cottonwood, Goodding's Willow, Coyote Willow, other riparian 

species, burrowbush, and seepwillow. Other indicator species like Mesquite. 

Species can indicate changes in water or other stressors. 

u p Flora   Need to control upland noxious weeds (Arundo), but sometimes Tamarisk is not 

removed. Tamarisk can show you where there are stressors. Tamarisk can take 

the place of other species in its function. 

u p Flora   Cottonwoods, Willows, native plants, would like to see fewer tamarisk and 

more cottonwoods. Has seen a replacement of invasives over indigenous. 

u p Flora   Riparian vegetation, Native plants as they relate to flood cycles (plants slow 

down the transfer of water), and all plant communities 

u p Flora   All native plants, not non-natives especially tamarisks 

u p Flora   Trees, grasses, native species, plants that grow along the river 
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u p Flora   All of them 

u p Flora   All living things.  

u p Flora   All indigenous plant 

u p Flora   All native plants 

u p Flora   Cattail, willow (for homes and baskets), wild spinach, rhubarb (sour dock), deep 

black mud, arrow weed (fire starting), all the plants (different plants for 

different things) 
u p Flora & fauna   All- they interact. The entire ecosystem. If you take one piece out it all falls 

apart.  We need to try to maintain the whole thing.  

u p Flora & Fauna   “All of them, because each and every creation that was made by the almighty 

has a niche.”  

u p Flora:   All plants. The ecosystem is an interconnected chain. If we break links the rest 

of the chain suffers. Riparian area. Habitat for wildlife. 

u p Food   Crops and wild food- sumac, acorns, onions black berries, mulberries. 

Traditionally don't eat anything from the river 

u p Fuel wood     

u p Geology   Fossils 

u p Gravel and Mineral 

Extraction 

  Easily economically quantified source of revenue 

u p Groundwater   Used for drinking and irrigation 

u p Groundwater   The river recharges the groundwater 

u p Habitat   Support SRP with Habitat Conservation Plan and habitat protection and 

mitigation 
u p Habitats for plants and 

animals 

  Maintained by flows, quality and variety (some are in riffle and run habitat, 

some in deeper pools, etc.) 

u p Human Survival Values   Drinking Water, Irrigation, Ability to grow food 

u p Hunting   Other people hunt there 

u p Industrial uses   Provides water for the casino and sand and gravel operation, business uses 

u p Invasive species   Some should be plucked out: Tree of Heaven, Arundo, Crawdads 
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u p Irrigation   Supplies water for irrigation. Issues with diversions 

u p Irrigation   Irrigation- Water for growing livestock (for beef and dairy in the past), alfalfa, 

food (orchards, corn, pecans, and other fruits and veggies), sudan grass, oat hay, 

and fiber 
u p Irrigation   For crops and yards 

u p Irrigation water   Water for golf course, gardens, agriculture 

u p Locally produced food   There is a value to having food locally, but Chino Valley is doing nothing to 

encourage farmers to stay. 

u p Natural laboratory   Because it is a nearby perennial free-flowing river. One can see what goes on in 

a riparian system and see the issues. 

u p Non-timber forest products   Hopi tribe does some collecting. 

u p Outdoor gathering spaces   For spiritual centering 

u p Plant and animal use   Wood cutting for fuel wood 

u p Plant and animal use   Others may value the river in this way: Granite Creek runs through reservation 

lands 
u p Plant/animal collection   Spiritual, medicine, baskets (willows), cattail, willow, wild spinach, rhubarb, 

deep black mud, arrow weed, many other plants. Food plants. 

u p Plants and animals   All of them. It is all interconnected 

u p Plants collected:   Food, medicinal herbs, Canaigre (sour dock), greens (many types), sycamore 

bark for tea, Cottonwood shoots and Willow for baskets and cradle boards, 

mulberry for food, weaving and weapons (bows), Mesquite roots for 

cradleboards, hackberry, cattails, cottonwood for firewood and outdoor cooking. 

Most important of use plants is cattail. 
u p Ranching   "Keep the ranchers ranching." 

u p Recreational use   Fishing 

u p Riparian area   Upper Verde Watershed: only source of habitat for many of the Verde Valley 

animals 
u p Scientific Collection   Collections from the area used for scientific study (plants and animals- limited) 

for inventories and monitoring 
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u p Scientific Collections   Plants and animals collected as an indicator of environmental health. Photos 

used when possible. 

u p Scientific Collections   Collection used as basis for invasive species program (restoration management). 

Russian Olive, Tamarisk, Yellow starthistle 

u p Scientific Collections   Collection allows the monitoring of the health of native species 

u p Scientific collections   Lots of data are collected in the area (cultural, biological- plants and willow 

flycatcher surveys) 

u p Seasonal gatherings   Used for events and gatherings, for personal, social, ceremonial. 

u p Settlement   The river is the reason this area was settled. Cottonwood wouldn't exist without 

the river. 

u p Small intensive farms   Lower impact on infrastructure than housing (roads, waste treatment, garbage, 

sewer, etc.). There is no distinction between different kinds of agriculture 

u p Sound use   Environmentally and economically sound use of where water supply comes 

from 
u p Used by plants and 

animals 

  Doesn't just belong to people, but to plants and animals too.  

u p Uses   People who live on the river use it a lot ("the other side of the mountain") 

u p Vineyards   Wineries being value because of the diversity they bring to the community 

u p Water quality   The next biggest problem 

u p Water quality   Micro constituents (medicines and pesticides) are a future big issue and 

plausible problem. Endocrine disruptors. 

u p Water sampling   Done by USGS and used by this group as well 

u p Water supply   The lifeline and the foundation for why reservoirs were created. Surface water 

rights for shareholders in the service area. What they get from Verde decreases 

what they have to pump to deliver water. 

u p Water supply    Used for drinking water (SRP)  

u p Water supply   Wells, and private water companies (Oak Creek Water Company, and Arizona 

Water Company) 

u p Water supply     
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u p Water supply   Ditch rights and agriculture, gardening 

u p Water supply   Domestic 

u r Fauna   All the plants and animals, but especially threatened and endangered species. 

Threatened and endangered species, garter snakes, Chiricahua leopard frogs, 

native trout, Blue Heron 

u r Fauna   All of them, especially threatened and endangered species, native species, fish, 

small benthic organisms can be indicators 

u r Fauna    Over 200 species of birds including the following: various endangered birds, 

ducks, geese, song birds, hawks, eagles, Willow Flycatchers, Belles vireos, 

Yellow-billed cuckoos, Yellow-breasted Chat, Osprey, Golden Eagle, Bald 

Eagle, Great-horned owl, Barn owls, screech owls  

u r Fauna   Threatened and endangered species- spike dace, and birds. When grazing was 

excluded the Spike Dace were damaged 

u r Fauna   Endangered species, Habitat Conservation Plan (HPC) covers 16 different  

riparian or aquatic species: Aquatic: 6  native fish (Razorback Sucker, Gila top 

Minnow, Pike Minnow, Round tail Chub, Long-Fin Dace, Speckled Dace, 

Spikedace, Loach Minnow, Desert Sucker, Sonoran Sucker) Narrow-headed 

Garter Snake, Northern Mexican Garter Snake, Lowland Leopard Frog. Other 

sensitive but not yet listed. Upper and middle Verde important to many species. 

u r Fauna   Desert Bald Eagle, endangered species, fish, wildlife in the river 

u r Flora   All the plants and animals, but especially threatened and endangered species.  

Sycamore trees, deciduous trees (they provide shade for humans and wildlife), 

older trees that can connect you to history. Transition zones of vegetation. 

u r Flora   All of them, especially threatened and endangered species, and native species 

u r Flora & fauna   Endangered species 

u r Navigation   If designation changes to non-navigable there will be changes to the river 

u r Restoration projects     

u r Sustainable surface flow   Important for recreation, wildlife, quality of life, economy (tourist-based 

economy) 
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u r Transportation   Transportation corridor, especially used for clean-up efforts 

u r Transportation   Canoes and other water craft have been used to transport people and trash 

around on the river (for trash removal) 

u r Transportation   Water transports nutrients and wastes. 

u s Channelizing   Downcutting is happening. Brings trout fishing opportunities and an economic 

resource to the river that is completely non-native 
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Appendix C: Answers to Question #6 

Symbol Meaning 

N Non-use 

O Option 

U Use 

C Cultural 

R Regulating 

P Provisioning 

S Servicing 

 

Category Service       

n r 

Animal life in canyons 

(less mountain lions and 

bear in dryer areas, 

more in other areas)     

n r 

Biodiversity 

  

Can be the basis for medicines not yet 

developed. E.O. Wilson says the descendants 

will be least likely to forgive us for the loss of 

species. 

n r Biological diversity   Diversity of life is provided by the river 

n r 

Ecological services 

  

Natural services that are not accounted for in 

economic models 

n r Ecosystem functions   Provides habitat 
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n r 

Ecosystem functions 

  

Provides basis for riparian ecosystem (no water 

= no trees, bugs, birds) 80% of mammals or 

vertebrates use riparian habitat in the SW 

n r Ecosystem services Wildlife habitat   

n r 

Ecosystem services 
Subriver ecosystem is important for 

arthropods (important for 

pollination, recycling, etc.)   

n r Habitat   For animals 

n r Habitat   Provided by the river by flow and disturbances 

n r Habitat   

Provides habitat for plants and animals and 

humans 

n r Habitat     

For fish and other species can erode the value 

of mitigation properties 

n r Healthy ecosystem     

n r 

Rare breeds of desert 

nesting eagles, exist 

because of water     

n r Riparian areas   Habitat for birds and plants 

n r Riparian Habitat   

Provides the habitat. It is 90% of what the river 

does.  

n r 

Riparian habitat 

  

Flora and fauna that depends on the riparian 

habitat 

n r Seed germination   

Flooding allows cottonwoods and willows to 

germinate. Or grow from broken branches 

n r Services   Function as a reservoir for native species 

n r Services   

Ecological processes to maintain systems-bird 

sanctuaries-seed habitat 

n r Services Wildlife/wildlife habitat   

n r Slows water   Slows the water down 
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n r 

Vegetation decreases 

entrenching   

Slows down erosion process that causes 

entrenching and creates a barrier to protect the 

riverbed. Stabilizes bank. 

n r Water source   For plant and animal communities 

n r Wildlife corridor   

River and riparian areas form a wildlife 

corridor important for many species. 

n r Wildlife Habitat   For wildlife and aquatic life. Eagle habitat. 

o r Ecosystem functions   Water recharge 

o r Preserve base flow   

Make sure we keep a base flow. From the 

groundwater. Upper Verde River Watershed 

Protection Coalition 

o r Recharge   Recharges the water table 

u c Ability to find solutude     

u c Access   

Some sites that are culturally important are on 

private land or otherwise difficult to access. 

u c Activities   Research, education and recreation 

u c 

Aesthetic 

  

Degrading AZ's natural beauty is a huge 

mistake. It is a charming and lovely place.  

u c 

Archaeological 

resources   Historical and cultural heritage sites 

u c Connection   

Provides (for us) a connection to life & a 

reminder of that connection 

u c Cultural     

u c Ecosystem functions   Provide locations for recreation 

u c Ecosystem services Recreation feature   

u c Ecotourism   

Outdoors, extensive map of trails of the area. 

CVAZ.org.  

u c Education   

Provides educational opportunities for kids and 

university students. For values of wilderness. 

u c Education   Cultural- early Native American communities 
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in Arizona 

u c 

Functions / Processes / 

Services 

  

Provides the local character, scenic beauty, and 

economic stability of the region. It is the reason 

why people want to live and work here. 

u c 

Historical/cultural 

heritage   Native ruins 

u c Knowledge   Knowledge we can lose by losing systems 

u c Nature     Place to commune with the natural environment 

u c 

Nature viewing 

opportunities   Undeveloped space 

u c Open space   Land Reserves 

u c Open space   Provides clean air, clean water,  

u c Parks   All parks 

u c Pleasure   Has aspects that humans find pleasing 

u c 

Quality of life 

  

Increases the quality of life for people in the 

Verde Valley 

u c Quality of Life   Atmosphere, moisture 

u c Recreation   Access important 

u c Recreation   

Fishing, boating, hunting (elk, rabbits, deer, 

carp (fertilizer)), canoeing 

u c Recreation     

u c Recreation   

Provides an important recreational function; 

canoeing rafting, bird-watching 

u c Recreation   Fishing, boating, backpacking, kayaking 

u c Recreation corridor   

Relaxing next to the river, birdwatching, water 

sports, scenic view, fishing and hunting 

u c 

Recreational 

opportunities   Provides recreational opportunities 
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u c 

Recreational 

services/tourism   

Over 40,000 tourists on any given day in 

Yavapai County 

u c 

Scenic 

  

The reason people move to AZ is the scenic 

grandeur, attractive place to live  

u c Sense of place   River as a river, living river 

u c 

Sense of place 

  

The watershed gives many of the communities 

a common sense of place due to their riparian 

habitats 

u c Services Greenery   

u c Services Tourism   

u c Services Beauty   

u c Services Recreation Fishing, boating, kayaking 

u c Services  Peacefulness   

u c Services  Spiritualness Water has healing and cleansing ability 

u c 

Services for humans 

  

What people like to see. The plants and animals 

(biodiversity). 

u c Spiritual    

The river provides spiritualness and 

peacefullness 

u c 

Spiritual service 

  

Provides a sense of satisfaction and well-being 

for human spiritual needs 

u c 

Tourism 

  

Eco Tourism is dependent on surface flow and 

riparian habitat 

u c Tourism   

Local Economic Engine including "Out of 

Africa," Montezuma's Castle, Fort Verde SP, 

the casino 

u c Tourism   The train and views of the river from the train 

u c Unique experience   Desert riparian habitat 

u c Wilderness   

Valued below Beasley Flats-ability to seek 

solitude and to commune with natural 

environment- those don't come back 
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u p Agriculture   water for farmers and crop growers 

u p Agriculture   Irrigation, would be brown without the water 

u p Agriculture   Irrigation for ditch companies 

u p Agriculture   Farms rely on the water 

u p Agriculture   Provides alfalfa for horses- not a priority to him 

u p All on survey   Interviewee marked yes on all 

u p Domestic Water Source     

u p Drinking water   Domestic water source 

u p Economic   

State Parks, recreation (hiking, biking, hang 

gliding) 

u p 

Economic 

  

Beauty of Az provides jobs.  We should protect 

what is out there, not just because it’s the right 

thing to do, but because it has economic 

implications 

u p Economic Value   

Eco-tourism is an important source of revenue 

for local governments due to heavy importance 

of income taxes. 

u p Economic Value   Eco-tourism, drawing tourists to the area 

u p Ecosystem services Water delivery Delivers water to 3.5 million people 

u p 

Ecosystem services 

Tax base/economic value 

The amenity value of the place they live. Most 

people don't consider to what degree green is a 

part of that 

u p 

Ecosystem services Housing development sales- 

pictures of water or riparian area 

used for sales. The green enhances 

the value of properties away from 

the water.   

u p Food/Agriculture   

In the middle Verde there is and has historically 

been a fair amount of food production, and 

alfalfa for horses 

u p Functions, services etc.     
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u p Honey production   

Honeybees rely on a good water source to 

produce honey. Without the Verde River there 

would be no honey production in the state 

u p Human habitat   People could not live in Sedona without water 

u p Human survival   Crops and a source of drinking water 

u p Hydroelectric power     

u p Irrigation   Agrarian past 

u p Irrigation   For farming, ranching etc… 

u p Irrigation   Provides water for irrigation 

u p Irrigation       

u p Irrigation   for landscaping and food 

u p Provides food   Provides food for humans and animals 

u p Provides food   

Ranching and agriculture provides food and 

fiber locally 

u p Real estate   

The river is important to maintain property 

values in the area (prices are not dropping as in 

some places because of the river 

u p Real estate   Attractive place to live- attracts residents 

u p Recreation    

Fishing, hunting, non-motorized activities in 

the watershed. Activities that don't cause 

damage to the riparian area.  

u p Renewable businesses    Running cattle, sand and gravel mining 

u p Services   

Economic driver for the area by drawing in 

hunting, fishing, and bird-watching 

u p Services Economic income   

u p Services 

Water in general / drinking water / 

irrigation water   

u p Water source   Water source for water supply 

u p Water supplies     

u p Water supply      
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u p Water supply     

u r 

Backwater (slow 

moving water)     

u r Birds and bees     

u r Cleans the river   The vegetation cleans the water  

u r Continuity of flow     

u r Ecosystem function   River purifies the water 

u r Ecosystem functions   Mitigates flood damage 

u r Ecosystem functions   Filtration 

u r Ecosystem functions   Seed dispersal 

u r Ecosystem functions   Habitat for desert nesting bald eagle 

u r 

Encroachment on river 

corridor    Affects how river can flood naturally 

u r Filtration   

Streambank filters the water of microorganisms 

and bacteria. One study showed that the 

streambank could filter out estrogen and other 

microconstituents. Also slow backwaters can 

allow contaminants to be deposited.  

u r Flood Protection   The ditch can be dried to help flood control.  

u r Functionality   

Affect quantity and quality of water which 

affect plant and animal life. Processes can 

decrease habitat for fish 

u r Functions   Filtration 

u r 

Functions, processes, 

services   

All of them, educational uses, usages of the 

river, connection to archaeological sites 

u r Green belt     

u r Habitat   

Provides backyard habitat and green belt 

because of irrigation 

u r Healthy water   

Unhealthy water brings insects, so insects can 

be the indicator of bad health 
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u r Micro organisms   Help filter bacteria out of water 

u r Pollinators   

If the Verde didn't exist there would be no 

pollinators and farmers rely on pollinators for 

production. 

u r Riparian areas    

The most biologically diverse area in the 

region. Riparian areas are also an important 

draw for the local economy 

u r Seed dispersal      

u r Services    

Flood control, filtering mechanism, economic 

and educational opportunities, recharge 

u r 

Services 

  

If water is dried up there won't be enough water 

(water supply), filtration (Plants help filtering 

system- maintain water quality), flood 

mitigation, keep well water quality up taste of 

water 

u r Services   

Way to move excess water out of the 

system/takes care of flood flows 

u r Services Cleans water Microbiologically 

u r Services  Pest control  

Altering the river may lead to mosquitoes 

(which carry West Nile) 

u r Temperature buffer   

The riparian area helps to keep the temperatures 

cooler in the summer. 

u r Water functions   

Increased amounts of water increase the 

assimilative capacity of the river to dilute 

pollutants 

u r 

Water transportation 

  

The river moves water through the system, also 

moves floods through the system 

u r Wildlife Habitat   Riffle and run habitats 

u s  Ecosystem functions   Moves sediment and cobble 
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u s  Hydrological processes   

Base flows, natural flood flows, plants/wildlife, 

natural history (timed around climate). Changes 

in those processes can change the ability of 

plants and animals to thrive and reproduce 
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Appendix D: Threats to the Watershed 

Threats 

Agricultural runoff 

Arsenic contamination 

Asphalt 

Behaviors 

Big Reservoirs 

Biggest Threat:  

Cattle grazing 

Change from rural to developed community  

Change in designation 

Changes in land use 

Climate change 

Climate change 

Climate change 

Climate Change 

Climate change and drought 

Combination of Population Growth and Climate change  

Combination of the two previous may cause critical threat 

Combinations of factors that might cause the river to lose its actual flow- this is the biggest 
concern 

Commercial use 

Commercial use 

Construction Activity 

Continued housing development 

Conversion from agriculture to housing 

Destructive Recreational Use 

Development 

Development 

Development 

Development 

Development 

Development in upper Verde watershed 

Development/Humans 

Dewatering 

Disparate communication 

Diversions (dams, ditches, etc) 

Diversions and irrigation  
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Drilling and pumping @ headwaters  

Drilling wells 

Drought 

Drying of the river  

Dumping 

Dumping 

Effluent recharge/pollution 

Emerging contaminants  

Evaporation 

Excess Turbidity 

Excessive erosion due to miss or over use of land in close proximity to watershed 

Exotic species 

Fear 

Flooding 

Fragmentation 

Gravel and Mineral Extraction 

Gravel Mining 

Greed 

Ground water pumping 

Ground Water Pumping 

Groundwater pumping 

Groundwater pumping  

Groundwater pumping  

Groundwater pumping 

Groundwater pumping 

Groundwater pumping 

Groundwater pumping 

Groundwater quality issues 

Groundwater withdrawal  

Growth 

Growth 

Growth 

Growth/Development 

Habitat Loss 

Heavy recreation pressure 

Historic mining 

Human consumption of groundwater 

Human development  

Human growth 
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Human use 

Humans 

Illegal or unregulated wells 

Inability for municipalities to limit growth 

Inability to transmit the importance to of water to the next generation 

Increased nitrogen 

Ineffective water laws 

Invasive plants 

Invasive species 

Invasive species 

Invasive species 

Invasive species of plants 

Irreversible damage 

Irrigating 

Irrigation 

Lack of adequate environmental policy and enforcement  

Lack of appreciation for the value of the system 

Lack of conservation efforts 

Lack of data collection, monitoring and advocacy on part of the river 

Lack of education 

Lack of education 

Lack of enforcement of regulations to protect the river 

Lack of enforcement on water quality 

Lack of respect for the water in the Verde Valley 

Lack of sustained water source 

Lack of tools/toolbox 

Lack of understanding 

Lack of understanding 

Lack of understanding 

Lack of understanding 

Local development 

Loss of actual flowing water is biggest threat or concern 

Loss of land 

Metal issues from historic copper mining 

Mining 

Natural and human caused contamination 

Need for education 

Need for planning 

Need for planning 
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Negligent Human Impact 

New growth 

Newcomers  

Non-native species 

Non-native species 

Number of people  

Nutrients and bacteria 

Over taking from ditch 

Over-development  

Over-pumping 

Overuse 

Overuse 

Overuse 

Overuse or destructive use 

Overuse/Misuse of water  

People 

People 

People / Development 

People not knowing the past 

Pipeline to Big Chino 

Planning 

Pollution 

Pollution 

Pollution 

Pollution 

Pollution 

Pollution 

Pollution 

Poor conservation practices 

Poor use of water 

Poor watershed health 

Population growth 

Population Growth 

Population growth 

Population Growth 

Population growth in the basin 

Population numbers 

Private property 

Public policy  
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Pumping 

Pumping 

Pumping 

Pumping at the headwaters 

Pumping from wells 

Pumping Headwaters of  the Verde 

Rapid development 

Recreation 

Recreation 

Recreation  

Recreational use 

Roof tops 

Septic system contamination 

Septic tanks 

Septic tanks 

Septic tanks 

Social trails 

Source of Headwaters Pumping (Big Chino Aquifer) 

Subdividing of farms 

Swimming 

The channelization of the flood plain for development 

The demand on aquifers that feed the river 

The drop in the big Chino Basin will have a severe effect on the entire river particularly the 
upper portion.  

Tourism 

Trash 

Trash 

Trash 

Trash 

Uncontrolled Development 

Unplanned growth & development 

Unrestricted groundwater pumping 

Upstream development 

Using effluent in river 

Waste that goes back into the flow 

Wastefulness 

Wastewater treatment discharges/treated effluent 

Water draw down 

Water quality issues 

Wells in the headwaters area 
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Appendix E: Special Places in the Watershed 

Special Places 

“All of it” has an equal value 

10 minute walk from her house- A place by the river, there is a beaver there 

Access points 

Access points (near bridges) 

Access points for vehicles 

Alcantara Vineyards 

All Arizona State Parks 

All parks 

All Springs (water that comes out of the earth) 

All the confluences- each have different hydrologies 

Anywhere there is public river access 

Aquifer 

Archaeological sites 

Area of the Habitat Conservation Plan 

Areas around Prescott (Williamson Mountain, Mint wash on east side of Granite Mountain, 
wilderness areas) 

Areas around Sedona 

Battle sites 

Beasley Flats 

Beasley Flats 

Beasley Flats to Gap Creek- unimpacted area 

Beasley to Clear creek 

Beasly Flats 

Beaver Creek 

Beaver Creek 

Beaver Creek 

Beaver Creek Stretch 

Beaver Trails  

Below Clarkdale 

Big and Little Chino Aquifers 

Big Chino 

Big Chino Aquifer 

Big Chino aquifer 

Bird areas 

Boiling springs- near LoLomai 
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Brown Springs 

Bubbling Springs (near page springs) 

Camp Verde - Agriculture 

Canyon tour on the train 

Canyons 

Christopher Creek 

City park with river access 

Clear Creek 

Clear Creek 

Competing Uses 

Confluence of Verde and oak Creek 

Creek Walk project  

Cultural sites and gathering places- all waters in Sedona and Oak Creek 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Dead Horse Ranch State Park 

Deep pools 

Del Rio Springs 

Dispersed camping 

Down Stream Reservoirs 

Easy access points 

Favorite spots are very accessible because of his job 

First 22 miles of the Verde River 

First 24 miles of the Verde River  (uninhabited) 

Fossil Creek 

Fossil Creek 

Fossil Creek 

Fossil Creek 

Fossil Creek 

Fossil Creek 

Fossil Springs 

Granite Creek 

Green water  
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Headquarters at Bridgeport 

Headwater Springs 

Headwaters 

Headwaters area 

Headwaters area 

Headwaters of Clear Creek 

Headwaters of the Verde River 

Headwaters of Verde River 

Headwaters on down 

Headwaters springs 

Healing springs 

Healing waters 

Historical areas 

Home of the desert bald eagle- N of Clarkdale and below Beasley Flats 

Homestead area 

Increasing river access points/At each bridge crossing 

Lost thousand trails (sheep's crossing) 

Main Stem of Verde 

Major perennial tributaries 

Many places (problem with New Agers going to sacred places and using them) 

Many special spots/Has travelled all over on horseback 

Mingus Mountain- The whole mountain and the other side near Prescott 

Montezuma Castle 

Montezuma Castle  

Montezuma Well 

Montezuma Well 

Montezuma Well 

Montezuma Well and Castle 

Montezuma Well- The source of the emergence from different worlds 

Montezuma's Castle 

Montezuma's Well 

Most areas have significance- Some are homestead areas, some cultural sites, some gathering 
places 

Native American ruins 

No, The whole thing is very important to me 

Non-point source pollution project sites 

North of Clarkdale 

North of Prescott Valley (where the antelope live) 

Oak Creek 

Oak Creek 
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Oak Creek 

Oak Creek 

Oak Creek 

Oak Creek Canyon 

Oak Creek Canyon 

Oak Creek- Creek walk 

Oak Creek: Slide Rock State Park 

One place where young ladies going through the puberty ceremony would do their special 
washing 

Other remote areas 

Out of the way places (wouldn't specify) 

Outside of Jerome overlooking the Verde River Canyon 

Outstanding resource water areas 

Page Springs 

Page Springs 

Peck's Lake 

Peck's Lake 

Peck's Lake 

Perkinsville 

Perkinsville 

Perkinsville Area 

Perkinsville to Clarkdale wilderness 

Personal place (home) 

Places to backpack and hike (no easy access) 

Places where there are Beaver 

Places with a Cottonwood Willow canopy 

Places you can launch a boat or take out a boat 

Private property 

Public access- many have become private 

Public access points 

Public policy: growth vs. competing users of  the water 

Ranch in Perkinsville area with Paleo-Indian cave near it 

Rapids below Camp Verde that are thrilling 

Red Rock State Park 

River access points 

River overlooks near Perkinsville 

Rivers are special places 

Roof tops 

Ruin sites 

Secret Canyon 
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Sedona/Oak Creek Area 

Several areas where there are springs that are important 

Shea Springs 

Shea Springs 

Side canyons  

Side roads 

Soda Springs 

Soda Springs on Beaver Creek (now its gone) 

South of Camp Verde 

Spring at Montezuma's Well 

Spring Creek 

SRB Canyon 

Stillman Lake 

Stillman Lake 

Sullivan Lake 

Sullivan Lake + Marshlands (Upper Reach) 

Summer Spring in Sycamore Canyon 

Swimming areas above Clarkdale 

Sycamore Canyon 

Sycamore Canyon 

Sycamore Canyon 

Sycamore Canyon 

Sycamore Creek 

Sycamore Creek 

Sycamore Creek (behind Clarkdale) 

Sycamore Park at Lake Montezuma 

Tavasci Marsh 

Tavasci Marsh 

Tavasci Marsh 

Tavasci Marsh 

Teaching tool 

The areas valued most are the ones with the least impact 

The entire Upper and Middle Verde 

The Flume- historical significance 

The ones that are accessible 

The river corridor 

The river in general  

The river itself 
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The Springs 

The train ride 

The Verde River Greenway's properties 

The whole reach from Beasley Flats on up  

The whole watershed 

Tonto Creek 

Tributaries (Fossil Creek, several places in Oak Creek) 

Turkey Creek 

Tuzigoot and other ruins 

Tuzigoot bridge access point 

Unique Waters  

Up the canyon 

Upper and lower Sycamore Canyon 

Upper Reaches of Oak Creek Canyon 

Upper Verde River 

Upper Verde River Springs (sacred) 

Use incentives not regulations 

Values big flood events- more temporal than spatial 

Verde Hot Springs 

Verde River from Beasley Flats to Verde Falls 

Verde River Greenway 

Verde River Greenway 

Viewshed on E. Mingus 

Viewsheds 

Village sites 

Vineyards 

Walnut Creek 

Warm Springs 

Washes that contribute to the water in the Verde River 

Waters of Sedona 

Watson Lake 

West Clear Creek 

Wet Beaver Creek 

Wet Beaver Creek 

Wet Beaver Creek (easy access point off Beaver Creek Road) 

Where projects occur 

Whole watershed 

Williamson Valley Area 
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